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Configurator3D −
Integrated software solution for the
furniture industry
EVER INCREASING INDIVIDUALITY. AT AN EVER INCREASING PACE. As
a manufacturer of furniture and interiors you know that: Customers have an ever
growing list of special requests to be fulfilled and would ideally like next-day delivery.
To reach the point of sale, flexibility, individuality, and speed are hugely important to
you. That’s why it’s good to be able to rely on Configurator3D. The software lends
you its support with a modular end-to-end system, helping to efficiently shape your
order processes from sales to production.
YOUR SOLUTION
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Overview

A universal Solution
VERSATILE FROM THE START. Do you feel that individual sales are important? Do you want efficient order processing?
And you also expect the highest productivity in manufacturing? Then we recommend Configurator3D. Whether you are an
expert interior designer or furniture manufacturer, this software has been specially designed to meet the requirements of the
furniture industry. Designer3D offers your sellers the perfect design software for furniture sales. The system is driven by the
Configurator3D - a highly flexible, graphic product configurator. This allows you to not only manage the technical configuration,
but also the commercial elements. The data can be used continuously from the point of sales through to production. Part lists
and machine data are automatically generated and are immediately available for production.

Sales software for furniture and
interior design. There are no limits
to your creativity in sales. Our furniture
design software Designer3D allows you
to individually plan furniture, powerfully
present it and sell it more successfully.
Comprehensive libraries for decorative
items and e-devices allow living situations
to be fully planned. This is presented and
brought to life for the end customer through
high-end rendering or via virtual reality
apps.

Multi-Channel Sales. Are you looking
to attract new customers? Do you want to
sell ourtside the showroom? DesignerWeb
allows you to create configurators for
your furniture that will offer inspiration
and are easy to use. That means that
your customer can have fun creating and
ordering their own furniture online. Place
your product range on the internet an make
it available to all, thereby tapping into new
business models and sales channels.

Graphic recording of orders. For
catalog-oriented manufacturers of kitchen,
office, living, and bathroom furniture,
the Configurator3D is central to graphic
recording of orders. The graphic 3D
product configurator is used to create
highly customized furnishings in seconds.
There are no limits to the diversity of
variants, therefore as a manufacturer you
have the ability to respond to the rising
demand for customized furniture and
special requests.

Point
of Sales

Order Entry

Production

Software of tomorrow for the demands of today
WHAT YOU NEED, WHEN YOU NEED IT: WITH THE SUPPORT OF HOMAG SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS. To
enable your sales team to meet customer requirements even more effectively, you need design software and 3D apps
that allow them to work easily, intuitively, and quickly. Designer3D lets you design tailored rooms according to the
expectations of your customers and inspire with high-end renderings. Offers are generated directly from the planning
module, thereby eliminating errors since catalog data and prices are updated in real time.

HOMAG Designer3D

Design

Designer3D. Leaving more time for your customers
Designer3D offers fast, easy and professional configuration of furniture during the sales conversation. The software
can be used intuitively, allowing you to focus entirely on your customers. Our software allows you to plan furniture individually and
present it in an inspiring way, thus making it more successful. Interior designs can also be devised with the same ease, and with
the addition of some decorative elements and light, your customers will be truly inspired.

Intuitive, flexible, clear: Support your sales team with software that
successfully generates sales and is fun to use too!

Full attention on the customer. Since
the software learns quickly and can be
operated intuitively, your customer not only
receives furniture that is first-class in terms
of production and design, but your full
attention too.

Dreamed? Designed! Design furniture
and interior design elements using the
configurator solutions. Sterile rooms make
way for individually crafted dream living
spaces: Make use of the extensive libraries
of decorative objects, lamps, and light
sources to breathe life into the design.

Perfect presentation. Top-quality
visualization is possible thanks to a render
farm with the necessary performance,
enabling you to create first-class
presentations with high-end quality. When
a variant is requested, this can be delivered
quickly with the latest offer, which is
continuously updated through integrated
pricing.
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eBusiness

DesignerWeb. Twice as good for
B2B and B2C
BUY AND SELL WITH APPS — MAKE WORK FUN. Since your customers’
requirements are continually growing, we offer solutions that make for an inspiring
customer experience. The following applies for configuration and planning too:
Buying and selling must be simple and fun. Our ProCollection configurator solutions
allow you to develop apps for all use cases with an integrated data system. Ensure
each sales channel has the correct application. From the web-based, all-inclusive
furniture planning to the 3D plug-in for your online shop.

Store
Simply inspiring: DesignerWeb. The
customizable HTML interface allows you
to create configurators for your furniture
that will offer inspiration and are easy to
use. This means that your customer can
have fun creating and ordering their own
furniture online.

Flexible. Varied. Three-dimensional.
Furniture can be designed based on
features and also directly and dynamically
designed in a 3D environment. The
variety of products is as limitless as the
configuration options. Whether cabinet
systems or cabinet furniture, chairs, beds
or upholstered furniture — any request is
possible.

Any time: Design furniture wherever
you want. Anyone who sells online knows
that each customer has a different terminal
or operating system, but the software
should run anywhere. Our solutions work
on PCs, laptops, tablets, and smartphones,
so your customers can plan their dream
furniture from the comfort of their home,
irrespective of which device they are using.

Different applications —
one system. Maximum possibilities
with minimal effort. This describes our
integrated catalog data concept, in which
the data creation and the maintenance
effort is reduced to a minimum. The same
data base is available for a wide variety
of configurator solutions and all sales
channels. As you would expect, you can
change the information for the respective
target group. Then use the catalog data
of the system at the point of sale, in order
processing and production.

Retail
Web Shop
SALES
CONFIGURATOR
Online
Retail

Order Entry

eBusiness
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Order processing: integrated
Processes: integrated
The graphic order acquisition accelerates and simplifies your order process and ensures optimum data quality. The software
used for this has been designed to meet the requirements of the wood and furniture industry. This means that, with the
ProCollection, you’re not only on the safe side — you’re on the fast side too. The data flow never falters: Order data is transferred
directly from the point of sale to production.

Fast: 3D product configuration. The
Configurator3D allows you to configure
customized, feature-based furniture in a
matter of minutes.

Simple: Order processing and
management. Use the organizer at any
time for all customer orders and quickly
respond to requests.

Automatically: Create order
documents. It couldn’t be more direct:
Commercial and technical documents such
as offers, view drawings, layouts, and item
lists are generated.
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Order processing

Order processing

Individual catalogs, secure configuration,
efficient order processing
Due to the high diversity of variants, the business processes

This supports position recording with tests and plausibility

of the furniture industry exhibit a lot of industry-specific

checks, and produces complete and technically correct data

requirements that are essential for ensuring success and a

for the entire order and production process. The technical

competitive edge. The software modules of the ProCollection

order processing comes next — from the BOM resolution to

best serve these requirements. At the heart of order

the generation of machine data.

processing is a powerful, graphic product configurator.

Intuitive and easy: Graphic order entry. Configuration and
planning capabilities allow you to generate orders quickly and with
technically accuracy. The Configurator3D uses the same catalog
data as the design solutions at the point of sale. This means that
orders can be transferred directly from sales to order processing,
where the only task remaining is technical examination. For the
processing of special requests, the technical job agent can make
use of enhanced configuration options.

Dinner is served: spotlight on the kitchen.

··Acquisition items and e-devices. A comprehensive range of

web-based libraries for built-in units and acquisition items support
position tracking in the kitchen appliance sector

··Work plates, plinth and rim strips. With the longitudinal part

generation, the recording of work plates, plinth, and rim strips is
carried out automatically

··Blank front. For front models with continuous handles, the

adaptation of the design and of sectional rails occurs automatically

Smart solution: catalog data system. Specially designed for the
requirements of the furniture industry, the software enables sales
items and catalogs including highly flexible pricing to be created in
a matter of minutes. Data is generated in a graphical environment,
based on rules and features. The technical development of furniture
and objects is supported — industry-typical construction types are
already stored in the system. For the creation of catalogs, data can
also be transferred from ERP and CAD systems.

Automatic: BOM resolution. Parts lists are automatically
generated at the end of the order processing and are sent to the
production system. For the following processes, e.g. for materials
management, the data can also be transferred to an ERP system.
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